This year’s Disability Law Forum covers a variety of topics applicable to disability law practitioners, including a DDS update, how to prepare for a successful grid case, plus tips and tricks on how to grow and enhance your disability law practice both online and in person.

9:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. CDT
**DDS Update / Q&A**
*Kim Joseph will update attendees with the latest updates and best practices with the Tennessee Disability Determination Services, followed by a Q&A session with Emma Drozdowski Webb.*
Kimberly Joseph, Tennessee Disability Determination Services
Emma Drozdowski Webb, Drozdowski & Rabin PLLC

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. CDT
**Break**

10:45 a.m. – 11:45 a.m. CDT
**Laying the Foundation for a Successful Grid Case**
*In this session, the presenters will highlight ways to prepare for a successful grid case. They will discuss when to argue borderline age categories, how to get past work accurately classified, what are composite jobs, and how to think about what needs to be in an RFC to get past work precluded.*
Emma Drozdowski Webb, Drozdowski & Rabin PLLC
Robyn Ryan, Ryan Disability Law

11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. CDT
**Break**
Your Doors are Open…Now What?

This presentation will focus on how small and medium-sized social security disability law attorneys need to consider their goals and aspirations, plan for the structure and growth of their office, and market their skills to the general public both online and in person. Jeff and Olin will use their own experiences and offer tech tips and tricks to teach others how to avoid costly errors and to create a satisfying and prosperous law practice.

Jeff Rabin, Drozdowski & Rabin PLLC
Olin Erickson, EM Search Consulting